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Abstract: Deaf/hard-of-hearing postsecondary students may have some misconceptions surrounding 
scientific concepts that might be partially ascribed to a lack of access to culturally-responsive forms of 
pedagogy. The Deaf and hard-of-hearing community is diverse in communication modes, including 
those who use American Sign Language as their primary language, and therefore, some students from 
this population may display characteristics similar to English Language Learners. Through classroom 
discourse analyses and interviews, we found a general lack of persuasion characteristics used by most 
students in an environmental science unit, and that the lack of higher-level scientific argumentation 
skills seemed to be related to students not having prior exposure to persuasive strategies. With the goal 
of improving Deaf and hard-of-hearing students’ equitable access to quality science education, strate-
gies should be considered in teaching approaches, and results suggest the need to include scientific 
argumentation tasks within sociocultural learning contexts. Ultimately, the goal is to work toward ed-
ucating and engaging Deaf and hard-of-hearing students in science inquiry and improving the envi-
ronmental scientific literacy of this underrepresented group. 
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As a member of the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing 
community, I (the first author) take my role seri-
ously as an advocate for a minority group by in-
corporating quality teaching practices in science 
to benefit Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing students. I 
teach this group of students in the Laboratory Sci-
ence Technology (LST) program at the National 
Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) at the 
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT); estab-
lished to provide Associate’s degrees for Deaf 
and hard-of-hearing students and/or to provide 
preparation for their continued baccalaureate 
studies (Pagano, 2017; Pagano, Ross, & O’Neill, 
2012). With over 1,100 Deaf and hard-of-hearing 
students enrolled on campus (NTID, 2018), our 
institution provides a unique context for studies 
in Deaf and hard-of-hearing pedagogy. This, in 
turn, provides an ideal place for my research and 
teaching to inform one another in my quest to 
provide equitable access to quality science edu-
cation for my students.  
 
As a science professor, I began to consider the 
application of discourse and literacy research to 
the cause of forwarding progressive pedagog-
ies in my classroom. Within such a wide array 
of possible scientific disciplines, sustainability 
and developing environmentally-literate com-
munity members are current trends in higher 
education (Buckley, 2019; Kanwar & Asad, 
2019; Lozano, Barreiro-Gen, Lozano, & Sam-
malisto, 2019; Tejedor et al., 2019). 
Knowledge and understanding of climate sci-
ence topics and other sustainability-related top-
ics are vital to developing more “green thinking” 
community participants. Prior to the specific 
pedagogical strategies employed in this project, 
we conducted a preliminary survey that tested 
certain topical environmental science/sustaina-
bility-related knowledge. Results showed a dif-
ference in understanding/knowledge between 
groups of hearing and Deaf/hard-of-hearing 
students on RIT campus (A. D. Ross, Yerrick, 
& Pagano, 2019). We subsequently incorpo-
rated some environmental science classroom 
activities and examined the application of his-
torical and emerging frameworks for under-
standing the students’ responses to shifts in my 
pedagogy. This work included a multi-year 
case study conducted in my classroom based 
upon the following assumptions: 1)Deaf and 
hard-of-hearing students often receive basic 
traditional science instruction and are not as of-
ten exposed to progressive, sociocultural 
(Vygotskiĭ, 1987), nor culturally-responsive 
forms of pedagogy. 2) Science is a specialized 
discourse. University science classrooms are 
rife with well-established norms which often 
constrain access to underrepresented students 
of science. 3) Learning and acquiring new dis-
course norms of thinking, speaking, and acting 
are cultural acts and require specific lenses 
through which to view starts, stops, and pro-
gress along the way. 
 
One of the constraints faced by the Deaf and 
hard-of-hearing community is the documented 
writing challenges for some members when 
using the English language (Marschark, Tang, 
& Knoors, 2014). While such a lag between 
the written and expressive language is com-
mon during the process of learning a new lan-
guage, it is also a challenge which emerges be-
cause the students are often dependent on 
American Sign Language (ASL), which does 
not have a written form (Plaza-Pust, 2014; 
Stokoe, 1978), setting it apart from most other 
languages. Deaf and hard-of-hearing students’ 
challenges can be comparable to those experi-
enced by English Language Learners (ELL), 
in that many Deaf and hard-of-hearing stu-
dents use ASL as their primary language and 
English as their secondary language. Quinn 
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et.al. (2012) provide a list of features to in-
clude for science language learning for ELL 
students, which can be similar for general 
English language learning for Deaf and hard-
of-hearing students (Knoors, 2013); such as 
the emphasis on science vocabulary, multiple 
modes of representation (like visual represen-
tations), use of literary strategies, as well as 
home language and culture connections within 
the science classroom. We therefore believe 
that it is a reasonable conjecture that ELL 
strategies may be useful in exploring ways to 
improve environmental science educational 
access for Deaf and hard-of-hearing students.  
 
With the intent to find ways to remedy gaps in 
the science education of this minority popula-
tion with social and culturally-responsive peda-
gogies, our guiding question for our project be-
came: How do Deaf and hard-of-hearing stu-
dents respond to the environmental science-fo-
cused, ELL teaching approach, when engaged 
with an online climate science resource, and 
more specifically, what scientific argumentation 
strategies were observed in students’ discourse 
during the climate science assignment? To an-
swer our study question, we implemented class-
room strategies into the curriculum to help stu-
dents learn climate science concepts, collected 
data on student responses to the strategies, and 
uncovered that the students possessed varying 
levels of persuasion skills. It is interesting to 
note that scientific concepts surrounding climate 
change are excellent venues for the evaluation 
of scientific argumentation and persuasion skills 
in students because they are highly relatable to 
what is seen in the “real-world”, and the related 
science is often seen under scrutiny by the pub-
lic in different media circles.  
 
BACKGROUND 
A significant percentage of the United States’ 
population has some form of hearing loss, 
with 960,649 individuals in the age range of 
secondary and post-secondary students (5-34 
years old) (U.S.Census Bureau, 2013). The 
English (reading and writing) and mathemati-
cal testing statistics among Deaf and hard-of-
hearing students demonstrate the need for im-
proving science educational access (SRI Inter-
national, 2006a; SRI, International, 2006b). 
These gaps and general public perception can 
be part of the reason that the Deaf and hard-
of-hearing community is still viewed by the 
majority population as a ‘disabilities commu-
nity’. However, we do not agree with this no-
tion and, like others (Abes & Wallace, 2018; 
Abrokwa, 2018; Kerschbaum & Price, 2017; 
Munro, Knox, & Lowe, 2008; Nuwagaba & 
Rule, 2016), instead adopt Oliver’s (1986) So-
cial Theory of Disability which argues that 
disability is a function of society’s lack of in-
clusion during the design process; such as in 
policies, buildings, and the like. We agree with 
Oliver (1986) that educators should intention-
ally depart from viewing deafness as a disabil-
ity to that of a minority group with their own 
culture, language and identity. Deaf and hard-
of-hearing students are, under such a cultur-
ally-responsive teaching framework, one of 
many marginalized groups of students in need 
of supporting strategies that level the educa-
tional playing field to that of their hearing 
peers. Note that we are aware of the common 
preference to use “people first” language and 
support the rationale, however, since the Deaf 
community takes pride in the Deaf label as a 
part of a cultural community, in this paper, we 
use “identity-first” approach in that we use 
Deaf as the initial identifier (as in “Deaf and 
hard-of-hearing students”, for example). Also 
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note that we use the capital letter, D, in a soci-
ocultural context to signify those who associ-
ate with the Deaf culture, while the term, hard-
of-hearing, represents those who might be 
deaf or hard-of-hearing, but do not entirely as-
sociate with the Deaf culture. Additionally, be-
cause our study design was not to isolate stu-
dent performance based on their Deaf, deaf, or 
hard-of-hearing identity, the term “deaf and 
hard-of-hearing” is used here to include stu-
dents who may or may not associate with Deaf 
culture and/or are hard-of-hearing. 
 
There is a history of marginalization by 
stigma perhaps due to the categorization of 
ASL, denying it as a language until the late 
1970s when Stokoe published the first lin-
guistic analysis (Stokoe, 1978). ASL was 
seen as signs following the syntax of English, 
thus not as a language of its own, or as a form 
of “gesture”, which Stokoe (1978) refuted 
with his documentation of the unique syntax 
and linguistic features of ASL. Yet, as we 
make any suggestions that ASL users may 
benefit from pedagogical research done on 
the ELL community, we must understand 
how the application of ELL strategies may af-
fect the ASL-primary learners, i.e. keeping in 
mind that ASL is neither an audibly-based 
language nor does it have a written compo-
nent (as are cases in most other languages of 
the ELL community).  
 
While there may be many explanations for the 
comparative differences with student national 
achievement testing results, we believe that 
some of the achievement gaps related to Deaf 
and hard-of-hearing students might be better 
explained from the Critical Response Theory 
(CRT) perspective— as a lack of opportunity 
rather than a deficit comparison. Therefore, 
current Deaf and hard-of-hearing science ped-
agogical research offers opportunities to im-
pact our notions of socially responsible, equi-
table education and to bring necessary evi-
dence-based tools to the classroom. 
 
Science Education Standards, Scientific Ar-
gumentation, and English Language 
Learners  
Contemporary reforms, such as the Next Gen-
eration Science Standards and the Common 
Core State Standards (National Governors As-
sociation Center for Best Practices & Council 
of Chief State School Officers, 2010; NGSS 
Lead States, 2013) in the U.S. call for a rework-
ing of science classroom discourse. The stand-
ard raised for educating the next generation of 
scientists is rooted in the active participation of 
students in applying scientific and mathemati-
cal constructs to contemporary issues. Accord-
ing to reform visions, the classroom is to be a 
place where students practice the application of 
evidence and critical analysis to the solution of 
real-world problems. Such a vision involves 
student thinking and classroom discourse 
through which scientific argumentation can be 
a lens to observe students’ critical thinking and 
scientific literacy in practice. Acts of scientific 
argumentation involve the process of discuss-
ing how, and if, evidence supports a scientific 
hypothesis or warrant. The mechanism of argu-
mentation involves critique and reflection— 
affording participants the opportunity to en-
gage in the exploration of both the epistemo-
logical and ontological processes of construct-
ing knowledge (Cavagnetto & Kurtz, 2016; 
Katherine L. McNeill & Krajcik, 2009; 
Sampson & Walker, 2012). It is no longer 
deemed sound practice to view science teach-
ing as the transmission of facts, accumulation 
and mastery of scientific specialized vocabu-
lary, nor expert practicing of process skills 
(K.L McNeill, Gonzalez, Katsh-Singer, & 
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Loper, n.d.). Rather, science classroom dis-
course should be “a way of talking about a sub-
ject using a particular thematic pattern” 
(Lemke, 1990, p. 125; K.L McNeill, Lizotte, 
Krajcik, & Marx, 2006). As an individual de-
velops expertise in a field, there is a thematic 
pattern for which they need to be familiar in or-
der to communicate with others in the field 
(Grooms, Sampson, & Enderle, 2018). Novice 
scientists need to learn how to communicate 
and write within this argumentation genre, us-
ing appropriate terms or phrases within the con-
text and constructs where they are appropri-
ately applied (K.L McNeill et al., n.d.). Some 
examples include “I hypothesize,” “this figure 
shows,” or “the evidence refutes.” 
 
It can be a challenge to make large argumen-
tation shifts in the scientific articulation of 
any student (Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Quinn 
et al., 2012; Tolbert, Stoddart, Lyon, & Solis, 
2014), as the use of persuasion within science 
discourse is a form of learning at a higher 
cognitive level compared to the descriptive or 
stating of facts. It may even be more difficult 
for some Deaf and hard-of-hearing students 
as ELL. That is, some Deaf and hard-of-hear-
ing learners not only need to tackle the scien-
tific discourse that is required for a successful 
career, they often also have to address writing 
in English from a second-language perspec-
tive. In these cases, ASL may be their first 
language (L1) with English as their second 
language (L2), requiring associations beyond 
vocabulary to master English in the written 
form as well as the usage of scientific dis-
course. Linguistically, that is quite a feat. 
Projects to address such linguistic barriers 
have been conducted in the field, and while 
not part of the currently discussed study, as it 
relates to environmental science, a team at 
RIT/NTID has worked to develop a collec-
tion of sustainability-related technical terms 
in ASL (“RIT/NTID ASL CORE,” n.d.) 
through a National Science Foundation sup-
ported Innovations at the Nexus of Food, En-
ergy and Water Systems (INFEWS) grant 
(INFEWS CBET-1639391). 
 
There are limited studies aimed at establishing 
whether or not the strategies for the hearing 
ELL community (also referred to as unimodal 
bilinguals – proficiency in two spoken lan-
guages), will work for the Deaf and hard-of-
hearing community (bimodal bilinguals – pro-
ficiency in one spoken and one visual lan-
guage). The neurological processing of ASL 
occurs in the same regions of the brain as that 
of spoken language processing (Emmorey, 
2002), which may cause one to assume that 
what works with the hearing community for 
language transfer would work with the Deaf 
and hard-of-hearing community. However, re-
search also shows that the translation from us-
ing ASL to writing in English is not as effec-
tive as when individuals use their respective 
languages in the hearing ELL community (Sin-
gleton, Morgan, DeGello, Wiles, & Rivers, 
2004), with speculation of the cause to be 
“…modality differences lead to differences, 
for example, in the degree of sequential versus 
simultaneous ordering of lexical elements” 
(Marschark et al., 2014, p. 4). Lexical elements 
refer to the order of the sentence/word struc-
ture, which is different when comparing ASL 
and English structure.  
 
Treating English, and specifically that within 
the sciences, as a second language for Deaf 
and hard-of-hearing students may offer some 
inroads that past educational trajectories have 
failed to produce. Learning English, or learn-
ing scientific argumentation in English (rather 
than ASL), does not mean learning to speak 
English. So, unlike most in the ELL commu-
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nity, primary-ASL users have the unique chal-
lenge of navigating from a visual language, 
with no written component, to writing in Eng-
lish. As the literature suggests, speaking a lan-
guage helps to write in a language, but ASL 
users do not have that transfer support (Mar-
schark et al., 2014; Mayer & Akamatsu, 
1999). Our study does not represent a linguis-
tic analysis from the perspective of a specialist 
in the field. Rather, it is an applied approach 
to leverage new pedagogical techniques to 
promote new notions of scientific discourse 
for Deaf and hard-of-hearing students.  
 
There is some research to support our conjec-
ture relating Deaf and hard-of-hearing to 
ELL learners, as the research refers to Deaf 
and hard-of-hearing ELL as bilingual learn-
ers (Marschark et al., 2014), including studies 
which discuss strategies to use for Deaf and 
hard-of-hearing ELL (Cannon & Guardino, 
2012), as well as consideration of sign lan-
guages as a modality of input for L1 or L2 
acquisition (Barcroft & Wong, 2013). We 
also engage students in writing, as an oppor-
tunity to write using scientific terms like a 
scientist; which represents a higher level of 
applying both science discourse and the use 
of the English language. Hence, mastering 
scientific discourse through a form of writ-
ing-to-learn-science process (Connolly & Vi-
lardi, 1989) may be paramount in working to-
ward leveling the playing field for Deaf and 
hard-of-hearing student access to science par-
ticipation, professional preparation and ad-
vancement in careers.  
 
METHODS 
This qualitative study received Internal Re-
view Board (IRB) approval and began as an 
environmental science activity in which we 
explored the use of the American Chemical 
Society’s (ACS) Climate Science Toolkit web 
resource (“ACS Climate Science Toolkit—
American Chemical Society,” 2008) to sup-
plement traditional pedagogical materials in 
the teaching of climate science topics at 
NTID. The ACS designed the Climate Science 
Toolkit for the general public to better under-
stand evidence supporting the impact of hu-
man activity on the climate (“ACS Climate 
Science Toolkit—American Chemical Soci-
ety,” 2008).  
 
Implementation of ELL and Sociocultural 
Strategies 
This project involved two phases of curricu-
lum design, each involving activity implemen-
tation, data collection/analysis, and reflection. 
We refer to the students who participated in 
the different phases as being in Cohort One 
and Two, respectively. The activity timeline 
for both cohorts were the same; one class pe-
riod to explore the ACS Toolkit website, with 
a second to work on their written wiki plat-
form, and, a third class period to present their 
wiki projects through a presentation in their 
primary or preferred language (ASL or Eng-
lish). A wiki is an online Blackboard platform 
that allows students to directly link to sources 
as they write; giving a different medium for 
writing which allows more flexibility to incor-
porate website visuals/videos.  The first part 
of the activity incorporated the ACS Climate 
Science Toolkit website and the school’s wiki 
platform from which information related to 
student writing was collected and analyzed. 
For Cohort One data collection was comprised 
of examining the students’ use of the ACS 
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Toolkit website within student teams, who 
also presented together.  
 
Based on our observations of the first cohort 
and with consultation of the literature, we 
were led to the framework, Scaffolded 
Knowledge Integration (SKI) (Bell & Linn, 
2000; Linn, 1995). Such an approach treats 
knowledge as co-constructed between instruc-
tor and students and emphasizes the use of di-
rected prompts to encourage higher level 
thinking and the use of evidence within an ar-
gumentation context. Bell and Linn (2000) 
promote four specific elements during the im-
plementation of SKI to facilitate argumenta-
tion in ways similar to current science educa-
tion reform standards. These four elements in-
clude: 1)providing connections to students’ 
personal experiences, 2)making thinking visi-
ble, 3)promoting autonomy, and 4)promoting 
effective social interactions for learning. We 
adapted our study design and attended to these 
elements in our work in the following ways for 
the second cohort of students: 1)Students were 
provided with writing prompts that relate to 
their experiences as Deaf and hard-of-hearing 
citizens, as well as exposure to significant fig-
ures (e.g. referencing comments from the 
Pope). 2)Students were assigned the use of the 
wiki tool for implementation of visual media, 
including pictures, figures, charts, videos, and 
other modes of visible data forms from the 
ACS Toolkit. 3)Students individually (not in 
teams for the second cohort) presented their 
data from the wiki to the classroom peers and 
instructor in order to support their position on 
climate science topics.  
With some overlap of the SKI design, we also 
engaged our Deaf and hard-of-hearing stu-
dents with integrated writing practices using 
ELL strategies as recommended in the litera-
ture using five components (Quinn et al., 
2012): 1)Literacy strategies that incorporate 
both science and literacy learning, while un-
derstanding that “literacy” covers talking as 
well as thinking, in this case, literacy strate-
gies are incorporated through the use of read-
ing the toolkit and writing on the wiki. 2)Lan-
guage support through providing multiple lan-
guage venues to communicate science through 
examples like the visual graphs/pictures from 
the toolkit, the text from each other’s wiki’s; 
all while using environmental science specific 
discourse. 3)Strategies which incorporate sci-
ence-specific discourse, in this case, environ-
mental science, through both a writing and 
presentation venue. 4)Support of students’ na-
tive language through the option to use ASL 
as students presented to each other. 5)Connec-
tions to students’ familiar culture through the 
added writing prompts. 
 
Additional changes in the second phase were 
individual, instead of team, wiki/presentations 
for more tailored data to understand individual 
student performance, as they were explicitly 
told to persuade their audience on concepts re-
lated to climate science (while not explicitly 
taught how to persuade). 
  
Sample  
Participants in the two cohorts were a total 
of 27 first- or second-year students enrolled 
in the LST program at NTID. Class sizes are 
purposely kept small as part of NTID’s mis-
sion and Cohort One had 14 students, while 
Cohort Two had 13 students. There is value 
in studies of this size (including case stud-
ies) since we are dealing with a low-inci-
dence population (Deaf and hard-of-hearing 
postsecondary students (Snyder, de Brey, & 
Dillow, 2016)) in which it is difficult to 
achieve a study with larger sample sizes. 
The Deaf and hard-of-hearing students in 
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this study have a wide variety of communi-
cation backgrounds and preferences. As dis-
cussed as a limitation, and due in part to 
sample size in this case study, we did not 
separate the communication styles of the 
students beyond noting that they are all 
“Deaf and hard-of-hearings” students. Fur-
ther, these students have varied science 
knowledge that stems from diverse high 
school backgrounds. We employed the as-
sistance of interviewers and co-instructors to 
manage and standardize data collection and 
instruction. We conducted follow-up inter-
views to ground our interpretations (Mish-
ler, 1986), so as to avoid incorrectly infer-
ring alternate interpretations from their in-
tended meaning and to assure that our under-
standing closely aligned to participants’ own 
interpretation. Students were chosen for 
these interviews based on their availability 
as well as trying to get a range of differences 
in terms of their language preferences 
(ASL/English). To get a better understand-
ing of their high school backgrounds, we fol-
lowed-up with debriefing interviews and 
member-checking to understand how, why, 
and when students chose to use persuasive 
statements and data in their classroom tasks. 
 
Data Analysis   
For both cohorts, we conducted interviews us-
ing Spradley’s coding methodology (Spra-
dley, 1980) and we incorporated Berland and 
Reiser’s (2009) persuasive statement coding. 
Interestingly, the findings for the Deaf and 
hard-of-hearing students in our study had 
some similarities to those non-Deaf and hard-
of-hearing students reported by the authors 
(Berland & Reiser, 2009), in that students did 
not always move to a level of persuasion, 
which led to the incorporation of direct argu-
mentation strategies for the second cohort. In 
order to interpret the students’ classroom writ-
ing, participation, and general acquisition of 
sustainability-related argumentation skills, we 
coded classroom interactions, interview data, 
and student-generated learning artifacts using 
Spradley’s (1980) process of domain analysis 
(shown in the Appendix). The data collection 
did vary some between cohorts in that the first 
cohort only had written artifacts from the wiki, 
with debriefing interviews. In addition to 
those data sources, the second cohort had 
classroom videorecordings of the teacher, stu-
dents and presentations analyzed using Erick-
son’s videorecording methodology (Erickson, 
2012). Throughout the iterative process of re-
fining the planning of the teaching activities 
for two cohorts of students, studying the ef-
fects, and incorporating reflective pedagogy; 
we were led to a better understanding of the 
nature of the differences in the students related 
to how they approached the instructional tasks 
and how they interpreted the resources that 
were provided for them.  
 
As the authors ascertained the ‘explainer’ and 
‘persuader’ tendencies (defined later), those 
tendencies informed improvements to the de-
sign of the curriculum for the second cohort– 
where students were asked to ‘persuade’ in 
their assignments and additional data was col-
lected in the form of classroom video record-
ings. The performance of example students 
(whose names have been changed to protect 
their identity) from this second cohort are dis-
played below in figures as scientific argumen-
tation vectors. These are radar plots that 
demonstrate their responses (i.e., counts of 
each type of response on each axis) to differ-
ent assignments in the climate science project. 
The vector plots help to visualize and discuss 
students’ performance (in magnitude/count) 
and generally in tendency (direction) as ‘per-
suaders’. Incidences of the use of persuasive 
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language in the students’ assignments were 
determined and quantified by the authors. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Within this activity, students were provided an 
environmental science project that incorpo-
rated ELL strategies from a sociocultural per-
spective (the SKI framework). Students were 
provided a wiki platform to share evidence of 
climate change through the use of visual me-
dia. Such visual media gave these students an-
other form of language support (both SKI and 
ELL elements) to convey their thoughts. The 
added writing prompts provided personal ex-
periences for them to connect to (also SKI and 
ELL elements) as community participants. 
Overall, attention to the SKI and ELL strate-
gies, which already incorporated the reform 
standards, provided us with the ability to tailor 
our curriculum so that students benefitted 
from an enhanced learning experience. 
 
Students’ Scientific Argumentation Charac-
teristics  
As we took to understand the perspective of 
students throughout their learning experience 
with the activities, we were led to examine 
how they had approached their climate science 
project. Throughout the interviews of students 
in Cohort One, two differentiating groups of 
students became apparent surrounding their 
approaches to the assigned tasks, and subse-
quently, questions arose related to their use of 
scientific argumentation. While at first, we 
recognized the efforts that needed to be taken 
to be more explicit in the writing assignments 
for the second cohort of students (i.e. to 
prompt students to use argumentation using 
home cultural references as recommended by 
ELL literature), we came to eventually under-
stand that some students generally struggle (or 
don’t choose) to use scientific argumentation 
conventions (e.g., evidence, persuasion) in 
their discussion of scientific concepts. We ex-
plored the differences in our students’ ap-
proach to the assignments—differences which 
may have profound impacts on the access 
some of our students have to enhanced educa-
tional opportunities. 
 
From the students in the first cohort, we ob-
served that student performance on the climate 
science activities started to show differentiation 
into two categories of responses. We observed 
the categorization of student response into lan-
guage associated with ‘explainers’ (predomi-
nantly stating facts) and ‘persuaders’ (using 
persuasive statements to convince others of a 
concept/topic/theory). We will be using such 
labels to demonstrate the range of tools the stu-
dents use between that of ‘explainers’ and ‘per-
suaders’. It is important to note that we are not 
implying that ‘explainers’ and ‘persuaders’ 
have mutually exclusive characteristics, as 
‘persuaders’ can use data (in isolation, at-
tributed to ‘explainers’) along with persuasive 
statements to help convince their audience. In 
fact, one could argue some of the most compe-
tent ‘persuaders’ are very skilled as ‘explain-
ers’ through the use of citing and proper use of 
relevant data. As such a range of persuasive 
tools is understood, for our group of students, 
many were found to merely explain the topic 
and not move to the higher-level action of per-
suading. Therefore, we have chosen to include 
the use of an ‘explainer’ label (which was not 
an initial term used by Berland and Reiser (Ber-
land & Reiser, 2009)). 
 
In a related work (A. Ross, Yerrick, & Pagano, 
2019), we explored the concepts of scientific 
argumentation and the characteristics of ‘per-
suaders’ (versus those who only explained) 
using the concept of an “identity kit” from 
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Gee’s (Gee, 1989) framework and the argu-
mentation spectra of different students from 
the study. Throughout that chapter, a large 
portion of the data collection is shared through 
student narrative interviews. While we also 
discuss student scientific argumentation per-
formance, our goal here is to elucidate stu-
dents’ prior background with argumentation 
through the use of persuasive statements and 
use the findings to stimulate socially-respon-
sive change in the education practices of some 
underrepresented students. It is important to 
note that students were not taught how to per-
suade in our study, as the goal was to under-
stand “where the students were at” when they 
arrived to our classroom as it relates to tools 
similar to those in the “identity kit” explained 
by Gee (Gee, 1890. These results are 
important in understanding how certain 
groups of learners communicate science in the 
classroom while educators try to address argu-
mentation in the curriculum, as advised by re-
form standards (National Governors Associa-
tion Center for Best Practices & Council of 
Chief State School Officers, 2010; NGSS 
Lead States, 2013). Through information 
gained in follow-up interviews, we postulate 
that students who did not show efficient scien-
tific argumentation skillsets, likely did not re-
ceive instruction on such strategies in their 
prior educational experiences. In this work, 
we also detail the coding process used 
throughout the project with detailed identifiers 
to help educators recognize where their stu-
dents are in the argumentation process as they 
are guided to using persuasive statements.  
 
  
Table 1. ‘Persuader’ Characteristics 
Identifier Supporting Example using Interview Quotes 
Passionate-student demon-
strates excitement about the 
topic and wants to share the 
knowledge with others. 
“I think that everyone should know that it is important,…” 
Took into account the audience  
“If I’m going to present in front of the audience, I have to figure 
out what kind of audience, if it’s like a scientific audience, that 
means to change the words, make it more smart, more under-
standing, more clear, facts, not vague. If I’m presenting to the 
general public, make it more so that people can understand, so 
don’t use all scientific words, choose some but expand on your 
words.” 
Personal relevance of the topic 
to their families/lives. “I meant I was talking to my mom, to my family about it…” 
Goes beyond the assigned study 
tools to understand the content 
more (other websites, library, 
etc.) 
“Maybe we went on another website, just to check out more 
information, I think it just like analyzing our information, what 
I was trying to figure out.” 
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The characterizations of the differences be-
tween ‘persuaders’ and ‘explainers’ are pre-
sented in Tables 1 and Table 2 along with sup-
porting interview quotes from the first cohort 
of student participants. The main distinguish 
ing behaviors that ‘persuaders’ demonstrated 
included: consideration of opposing perspec-
tives, balance of audience perspective, deliv-
ery of evidence catered to audience stances, 
and reference to personal relevance of the 
topic. In contrast, ‘explainers’ were identified 
by their approach to the task mainly as a ge-
neric course requirement, lack of responsive-
ness to audience perspectives, demonstrated 
minimal interest in the topic, and verbalized 
lack of relevance of the assignment to personal 
life. This subset of students from the same 
classroom approached the classroom assigned 
tasks and classroom discussions through an ori-
entation of explanation and restatement of in-
tended concepts to be taught and reiterated. 
Table 2. ‘Explainer’ Characteristics 
Identifier Supporting Example from Interview Quotes 
Approaches assignment mainly 
as a school task; goal is to ap-
pease teacher or get a good 
grade. 
“But they still don’t really understand it, because they said 
“that’s not what the teacher wants.,” I said “OK, well, we need 
to give the teacher something.” You know, It’s frustrating.” 
Does not think of audience “I mean, mine was temperature, so I think, we did the earth 
temperature overall in history, so we tried to show the different 
comparisons from 20 years ago to now, with another tempera-
ture and then….can’t remember that much, but um, like differ-
ent, different themes, for how to explain how to explain how 
climate change is happening to our earth temperature, that con-
cept.” 
Does not recognize the rele-
vance of the assignment to per-
sonal life. 
“what is climate change, I don’t care, it has nothing to do with 
me…” 
Does not have interest in the 
topic. 
“ I don’t really like to learn about the environment [sticks 
tongue out…pthh sound]” 
“ That’s why I did not major in environmental science 
 [shakes head in agreement] “…yah, I want biomedical sci-
ence, something with medical…” 
Students’ Expressive and Written Responses 
to Environmental Science Assignments 
To measure student knowledge regarding the 
use of persuasive statements, we turned to 
Berland and Reiser’s (2009) framework for 
explicating specific aspects of scientific argu-
mentation found in our data. They postulated 
that the framework for argumentation incor-
porates aspects of learning that include sense-
making, articulating, and persuading. Their 
work led us to examine the interactions and 
assignment artifacts we collected as we ex-
amined students’: a) frequency counts of per-
suasive statements during interviews b) na-
ture and amount of persuasive statements 
posted on their written wiki and submitted 
course assignments, c) qualifying connec-
tions to evidence found in their written work, 
presentations, and debriefing interviews and 
d) descriptions of their individual and collec-
tive participation with the process of learning 
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through the ACS Climate Science Toolkit 
website.  
 
Our findings reveal that our students gener-
ally performed more as ‘explainers’ than 
‘persuaders’, but students also performed as 
hybrids of the two to varying extents. It is im-
portant to note that while an ‘explainer’ may 
only reference data to state facts and reiterate 
a topic (often without employing persuasive 
statements), ‘persuaders’ can use references 
to data in support of creating convincing 
statements. So, the use of data in an argumen-
tation context is not limited to only ‘explain-
ers’, and is better thought of as a gradient of 
argumentation tools used by each student, ra-
ther than two extremes. However, using the 
Berland and Reiser (Berland & Reiser, 2009) 
framework in coding persuasive statement 
usage by students helped the authors gauge 
where the students are in their process of uti-
lizing science discourse beyond that of refer-
encing data. Such a “gauge” is more visually 
prominent in the provided vector graphs as 
example students are discussed. 
 
In Figure 1, we summarize the data from the 
various assignments of the climate science 
project for each student in the second cohort 
in order to represent their use of the following 
four components of scientific argumentation: 
1)written persuasive statements, 2)expressive 
persuasive statements in presentations, 3)writ-
ten references to explicit data and evidence, 
and 4)expressive references to explicit data 
and evidence. In our other work (A. Ross et al., 
2019), we provided data for students in the 
first cohort, but only related to written artifacts 
because their presentations were not recorded. 
The student vectors presented in our study are 
Figure 1. Cohort two class vector of student usage of scientific argumentation 
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from the second cohort, while Figure 1 repre-
sents a synthesis of a portion of the data pre-
sented in that parallel work. 
 
Each student has an individual vector plot with 
a count of the number of incidences that they 
used each form of argumentation on each axis 
of the radar plots. Overall, the second cohort 
of students who demonstrated the ability to 
use persuasive statements in composing argu-
ments generally did so more in their expres-
sive responses than in their written ones. This 
was the case for 9 out of the 13 students who 
utilized persuasive statements throughout 
their expressive presentations. Comparatively, 
their writing samples revealed a lower acumen, 
as only six of the 13 students in Cohort Two 
used such statements. When we combined the 
frequencies of both students’ wiki contribu-
tions and their expressive presentations, five 
of nine students (nine being those who actu-
ally used persuasive statements in their ex-
pressive presentations, four did not use any at 
all) used more persuasive statements than they 
did when they wrote. Though some students 
demonstrated expressive proficiency of argu-
mentation through persuasive statements, of-
ten students needed additional encouragement 
to incorporate these statements into their writ-
ing.  
 
Some students did not use persuasive state-
ments at all in their writing and some omitted 
them from their presentations, while one stu-
dent (whom we call “Robert”), used a very 
high amount of persuasive statements. We fol-
lowed up with Robert and with other outlying 
students to understand how, why, and when 
they came to use so many statements (while 
others did not). These detailed additional in-
sights gleaned from our interviews are offered 
in the next section of our findings. 
 
Another component of scientific argumenta-
tion is represented by the ability to identify, 
utilize, and leverage data and evidence within 
the constraints of pursuing a warrant or hy-
pothesis. Researchers have demonstrated that 
students who reference specific data and evi-
dence are more likely to build upon them and 
include persuasive statements (Berland & Rei-
ser, 2009). Figure 1 demonstrates that all stu-
dents who gave presentations indeed refer-
enced data and appeared to have understood 
the value in using evidence to support their 
claims, as they included at least two references 
to data throughout their wiki writing and 
presentations. However, students did not con-
sistently build upon the data references to con-
struct persuasive statements. Overall, the ma-
jority of these students were well-versed in 
referencing data in their wikis and presenta-
tions, though some without explicit connec-
tion to arguments made in their wikis.  
 
Though the majority of the students refer-
enced data within their wiki writing and 
throughout their expressive presentations, it 
is important to note that students were not 
taught explicitly, nor coached, on how to use 
persuasive statements in their presentations 
or their writing. Rather, students were gener-
ally instructed to “persuade your instruc-
tor/peers of your position on climate change.” 
There was no explicit instruction offered to 
students regarding the differences in genre 
and writing components of persuasion versus 
explanations. Our analysis revealed that 
teaching assignments, lectures, and evalua-
tion rubrics and assessments emphasized ref-
erence to raw data often above argumenta-
tion. We noted that student data (both in the 
wiki and during the presentations) was often 
wielded without the explicit reasoning nor 
backing behind it that would directly connect 
evidence to warrants and hypotheses. In this 
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way, persuasive statements sometimes sub-
verted the introduction and support of argu-
mentation in general.  
 
We interviewed students to ensure that we 
correctly understood their perspectives of 
their experiences throughout the assignment. 
We did so through restatement of our findings 
to these students in order to allow for edits to 
any perspectives that we may have misinter-
preted. Our results revealed that students at-
tempted to be successful in the classroom 
tasks by employing argumentation strategies 
that they had either been taught or had been 
exposed to in prior educational experiences 
(but most of the students reported that they 
had not previously been exposed to such 
strategies). As a result of differences in their 
high school preparation, students appropri-
ated argumentation to varying degrees of suc-
cess. The initial coding process prompted us 
to explore more of the students’ prior experi-
ences learning science and modes through 
which they had previously been engaged in 
science classroom discourse. Our compila-
tion of students’ contributions from presenta-
tion and writing samples illuminated im-
portant differences in the ways students had 
learned. The process provided perspective re-
garding where students may be lacking in 
their attempts to move from sense-making, to 
articulation, and then to persuasion. 
 
Students who used persuasive statements  
The follow-up interviews with students in the 
second cohort revealed that some students had 
experienced deeper and richer forms of class-
room discourse in their academic preparation, 
while many others were relegated to tradi-
tional classroom experiences that is docu-
mented throughout the literature (Lemke, 
1990; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). This sub-
set of students approached the classroom as-
signed tasks and classroom interactions 
through an orientation of persuasion and a use 
of available evidence for the construction of 
scientific arguments. Using persuasion and 
evidence-based argument, they approached 
the mining of evidence, compiling of findings, 
and presented their projects as a means to per-
suade an implied audience. Given the same 
ACS Toolkit resource and the same task of 
constructing an argument regarding climate 
science literacy, these students created signifi-
cantly different writing products and generally 
reported it as a much more valuable experi-
ence than their contrasting group.  
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Figure 2. Nancy’s scientific argumentation vector 
Like most students in the study, “Nancy” per-
formed largely with ‘explainer’ characteris-
tics (but as explained, there is an argumenta-
tion range in which students can be placed), 
but comparatively she used relatively more 
persuasive statements than her classmates. 
She used persuasive statements throughout 
the wikis and presentation. She also widely 
used referenced evidence and, through her 
expressive articulation of data sources, artic-
ulated responses and rebuttals to her real or 
imagined critics. Nancy demonstrated a qual-
ity use of argumentation in her individual and 
collaborative contributions to the classroom. 
Her vector of argumentation responses is 
shown in Figure 2. Unlike most of her peers, 
Nancy was exposed to argumentation strate-
gies in her prior education experiences. 
 
In describing her learning process, Nancy ex-
pressed enjoyment in completing the task and 
satisfaction with her work. Nancy welcomed 
the challenge to “persuade your peers” and 
she valued the opportunity to present to her 
peers what she had learned and created in her 
wiki. It was also her feeling that many of her 
peers’ efforts were minimal and not “invest-
ing themselves” or “living up to the standard” 
that the instructor had set. When asked if she 
could postulate why she had little trouble 
composing her argument for climate change 
but her peers had less success, she surmised,  
Nancy:  “Well…I think maybe why they 
are not using persuasive statements, be-
cause they were trying their best on an-
swering the questions. Not focus on prov-
ing who they are presenting to. They are 
focusing on answering the question, find 
the answer, put it down, answer the ques-
tions, that’s it…” 
“Robert,” who performed admirably as a 
‘persuader’, was a primary-ASL signer, who 
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demonstrated the most prolific use of persua-
sive statements during the presentation. He 
used phrases like “…shows that climate 
change is happening,” and “This picture 
shows how humans impact the earth…” Rob-
ert used a relatively high number of appropri-
ate persuasive statements and only an aver-
age number of references to data in the wiki 
and presentation. He stated in interviews that 
he knew how to use persuasive statements be-
cause of his background and practice with his 
former teacher from high school. Robert’s ar-
gumentation vector (Figure 3) demonstrates a 
strong contingent of argumentation strategies 
measured, and when asked, he described how 
he approached his task. He said that he had 
actually practiced by “…finding other people 
[in class and in public] and practiced persuad-
ing them of how we cause climate change.”  
  
Figure 3. Robert’s scientific argumentation vector 
Students who predominantly explained/  
stated facts 
In contrast to ‘persuaders’, some students 
(also in the second cohort) approached their 
climate science assignments as tasks to recall 
and to restate previously documented infor-
mation and knowledge. They became ‘ex-
plainers’ to their peers as they collected and 
reconstituted existing knowledge by fact-
checking. In fact, one student described their 
motivation to “compete and to develop the 
best wiki to achieve the ‘A’ grade” as op-
posed to being motivated to learn the topic. 
When Deaf and hard-of-hearing students 
were required to write and post collective rea-
soning in a wiki format, these ‘explainers’ 
summarized the visuals by explaining the 
facts within and directed the readers’ atten-
tion to other factual resources elsewhere. The 
data collected from ‘explainers’ often re-
vealed no use of persuasive statements, they 
instead collectively approached the task to 
explain climate change information they had 
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harvested from assigned web resources 
within the ACS Toolkit.  
 
An example of a student who responded as an 
‘explainer’ is Rose. As multiple students ref-
erenced in interviews, like Rose, they were 
not taught how to use persuasive statements 
in the past. She was very interested in doing 
the climate change project and claimed that 
she “learned a lot.” Throughout her interview, 
she clarified that she focused on sharing data 
and images that “people cared about.” She 
believed she had a good wiki to persuade her 
classroom peers: 
Rose: “I thought that my project was 
good…that like it was good to learn 
from…” 
Invw: What about your project did you 
think was good? What convinced yourself 
that you had a good project? 
Rose: “I remember I had a lot of facts, like 
a lot of resources, like online...I remember 
it was online…” 
Invw: the ACS website? 
Rose: “yes, that” 
Rose also explained her approach in addition 
to finding images “people cared about,” was 
to use strategies she used in lab reports: 
Rose: “and…also did, like we were using 
in lab report, I did ‘figure one,’ ‘based on 
figure one,’ or ‘table one,’ or something 
like that…I’m used to that from lab re-
ports.” 
Invw: You learned that in college, correct, 
not in high school, right? 
Rose: “right, in high school was more like 
‘table one,’ but we didn’t mention anything 
about it, we just showed what it was and that, 
that was it…um…high school was pretty 
much, you didn’t talk about the data itself, 
you just show it…” 
As demonstrated in these quotes from Rose, 
she used what she had learned in school, ap-
plied what she believed were good ways to 
persuade by using references to data and im-
ages that would “move” her peers (an attribute 
that might typically be ascribe to a ‘per-
suader’). However, like other students men-
tioned, since she had not been explicitly taught 
strategies like using persuasive statements, 
she predominantly groups as an ‘explainer.’ 
As can be seen in her argumentation vector 
(Figure 4), Rose did not use any persuasive 
statements in her wiki writing, nor did she dur-
ing her presentation. 
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Our case study suggests that given the expec-
tation for students to develop the ability to cre-
ate scientific arguments and effectively com-
municate them, Deaf and hard-of-hearing stu-
dents, as ‘explainers’ and ‘persuaders,’ ap-
proach such goals differently. We found that 
Deaf and hard-of-hearing students may often 
approach persuasion tasks from the perspec-
tive of an ‘explainer.’ Our interviews with stu-
dents suggested that these students had not 
been exposed to making persuasive statements 
in their prior education. Without intervention, 
these students may not develop the argumen-
tation skills for use in the field (e.g. persuading 
fellow scientist about the implications from an 
evidence-based study). In contrast, those who 
are ‘persuaders’ led to the development of ar-
gumentation skills that might be akin to pro-
fessional scientists in the field. These are also 
the skills needed for an environmental sci-
ence-literate citizenry. 
Figure 4. Rose’s scientific argumentation vector 
CONCLUSION 
As we use a sociocultural framework to come 
to understand the characteristics of certain 
groups of learners, whether they be ‘explain-
ers,’ ‘persuaders,’ or whatever category 
emerges in the examination of our students 
and teaching, to guide our instructional prac-
tices as we make sense of how our students 
interpret what we think we are teaching them 
would prove valuable. Most students were 
excited and motivated by the opportunity to 
create and to engage differently with content 
than they did in prior classroom experiences. 
However, students demonstrated different 
levels of mastery related to argumentation 
skills. Some students were very compelling 
and persuasive with their peers, while some 
never made a single persuasive statement—
even though the second cohort of students 
were instructed to “persuade your instruc-
tor/peers.” Several students compiled, and 
deeply analyzed, collections of data that bol-
stered the argument that they defended, while 
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other students concentrated on creating pleas-
ant, visually appealing wikis with vast 
amounts of factual information. Regardless 
of what we intend, we as teachers can never 
fully determine what students will do with 
our assignments. We must explore and reflect 
to discover more about our learners.  
 
We noticed as we reviewed the classroom vid-
eos that the students were never directly 
coached on strategies to change or edit their 
wikis in order to be more persuasive. We did 
not see in the teaching episodes what could be 
explained as a deconstruction in front of stu-
dents of what a persuasive statement does or 
does not look like. If students had experiences 
in their past that made such discourse explicit, 
they would certainly be at an advantage in this 
task. This justifies the need for teachers to give 
instruction related to scientific argumentation, 
which we definitely plan to do in the future, 
but was not the goal of our study. 
 
Gee (1989) makes a clear separation about 
how discourses, like argumentation, are ac-
quired and how this process is different from 
how we typically learn in school. Gee claims 
that we are better at practicing what we have 
acquired, but we know more about what we 
have learned. In this way, Gee is suggesting 
that learning and acquisition are different cog-
nitive processes. Through this lens, we should 
expect that my students who have memorized, 
recalled, and learned information would re-
member and know more. They might be pre-
dominantly ‘explainers’ and they might have 
successfully done this throughout their entire 
student careers. We would also expect that 
‘persuaders’ would recognize and take ad-
vantage of opportunities to persuade others if 
they have had such opportunities before 
and/or been engaged in debate or scientific in-
quiry, and therefore, likely demonstrate that 
they have acquired this kind of discourse.  
 
When it comes to the acquisition of science 
discourse in the education of students with dis-
abilities, we face an issue where we need to 
provide CRT. Yet, the challenge and premise 
of each of the last two science education re-
forms (i.e. Common Core State Standards and 
NGSS) has been inclusivity, equity, and “Sci-
ence for All Americans.” Part of my student 
population doesn’t seem to be getting access 
and exposure to this kind of learning. It is im-
portant to consider the lack of access to argu-
mentation practices by the primary-ASL 
learners. Our study helps to establish the need 
for providing access to scientific argumenta-
tion practices for Deaf and hard-of-hearing 
learners. If these are the standards for the 
NGSS, then Deaf and hard-of-hearing stu-
dents need more exposure to argumentation in 
science curricula– though what might be con-
sidered effective techniques in the traditional 
classroom, may not be as effective to the Deaf 
and hard-of-hearing community (and vice 
versa). Especially in emergent technical and 
socially important fields, like sustainability 
environmental science, change is required in 
the form of establishing culturally-responsive 
educational initiatives.  
 
  




As might be expected with this low-incidence 
population, this case study involved a relatively 
small sample. Therefore, student demographic 
information has been withheld for privacy of 
the participants. Incidentally, the student 
groups had diversity in language preferences 
and educational backgrounds— so, the group 
wasn’t entirely uniform in those respects. Es-
sentially, the NTID students in our study are all 
Deaf and hard-of-hearing and arrived to cam-
pus from several states within the U.S. These 
students have a mixed background of commu-
nication preferences, including oral/hard-of-
hearing (no sign language knowledge), 
oral/Deaf and hard-of-hearing (no sign lan-
guage knowledge), Deaf and hard-of-hearing 
(use of ASL), and Hard-of-hearing (use of 
ASL). As a result, they represent a conglomer-
ation of primary-ASL language users and pri-
mary-English language users. These students 
also have a variety of access service prefer-
ences (ASL interpreting, captioning, etc.). This 
array of language needs/preferences makes the 
instructional process challenging in that not 
only is the instructor required to address the 
needs of a potentially ELL classroom, but also 
the fact that ASL has no written component to 
it, making English the default (but often not fa-
vored) written form of communication.  
 
While there were two cohorts studied, the ear-
lier cohort worked in teams, rather than indi-
vidually, and they were not specifically in-
structed to persuade—so these differences 
make comparisons between the two cohorts 
difficult. Thus, the discussion on Cohort One 
focused on their interviews and how the two 
groups of ‘persuaders’ and ‘explainers’ were 
found throughout the coding process. The dis-
cussion related to Cohort Two focused on 
counts (vectors) of their written and explana-
tory presentations, in addition to interviews 
with students from this group. 
 
Throughout the project, another limitation is 
that students were provided the ACS toolkit in 
the English language only—not in ASL. Thus, 
the language proficiency of the students as 
they developed their written wiki and explan-
atory presentations might have impacted their 
understanding, as well as their relaying of the 
information and data from the ACS toolkit.  
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Developed Codes from the Interview Transcripts 
# Terms Form Cover Term/Phrase Evidence 
1 Questioning Is used for Inquiry 
“I don’t know which is the worse, is pollu-
tion that is the worse?  Is the air the worse? 
Is the animals going the worse thing?  
Where our priorities, which one is really 






part of Argumentation 
“I think the earth itself has its own climate 
system. Like its’ own…because before us 
humans were here, we had the earthquakes, 
the plates were separating, everything, like 
we can’t control the earthquakes, we can’t 
do that, that’s not from us, like we can’t 
control that.” 

















“…I have to figure out what kind of audi-
ence, if it’s like a scientific audience, that 
means to change the words, make it more 
smart, more understanding, more clear, 












“To help with my writing…with working 
with other students, because we all saw the 
same presentation at the same time, so if we 
were on different, different computers,” 
Checking 
grammar “…definitely checking grammar…” 





“Honestly, I liked this Toolkit, it wasn’t 
easy, no, but it was easier in a way of more 
organizing information than a lot of other 
teachers do.” 
Table A1. Author’s Coding using Spradley (1980). 
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“We had to figure out our topics, and I 
think, what happened, we figured out our 




“…and then we put it together, and then we 





the same as 
terms 
Is a 
kind of Goal 
“…for how to explain how climate change 









 “…because I’ve noticed from society, peo-
ple look down on bad grammar.” 








“…, I have to figure out what kind of audi-
ence, if it’s like a scientific audience, that 
means to change the words, make it more 
smart, more understanding, more clear, 









“But, it was nice because my presentation, 
their presentations were all connected, be-
cause we could see the connections in CLI-











“It expanded a lot more, with pictures, it 
was nice.” 
11 Speech Is used for 
Learning gram-
mar 
“And plus my speech is good, so I learned 
my grammar that way, so sometimes I 
would read their words and it wouldn’t 
make sense to me, because their grammar is 
not appropriate.” 
 
